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Notes
ROOM SIZE

162 inches wide

120 inches deep

92 inches tall

0:00-0:11
Intro riff

We're in a vintage-inspired, velour, colorful room. Long colored drapes are hung to 
create the "walls" of the space, hung in secession forming a half circle facing the 
camera, all bowing into an epicenter. We see the Tand sitting in a semi-circle on the 
ground. yhe camera's point-of-view is sitcom st’le.

yhe Tand are seen in color, with their environment Teing full’ gra’scale. yhe Tand 
performs in a melanchol’ fashion. yhe mood Tuilds-the’ are feeding off each otherBs 
performative energ’.

Vand is ph’sicall’ spaced out with enough space Tetween to cut in post. 

0:11-0:29
Gerse 1

In s’nc with the l’rics, we see &aTe z yro’ freeAe frame while xle( )middleP sings to 
the camera. &aTe z yro’'s footage starts rewinding
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0:29-0:33
Cre-khorus 1

Vand maRes e’e-contact with each other as the’ perform, Tuilding the energ’ for a Tig 
chorus release. 

0:33-0:54
khorus

xs the chorus hits, we start to see color Tleed z bow slowl’ into the TacRground faTrics 
)this will all Te k&IP. yhe communal energ’ of the song is worRing its magic, and 
Tringing the environment to life. 

0:54-1:03
Cost-khorus Qiff 1

Vand is viTing together, focus on the guitar riff and non-verTal communication of them 
wanting to get up and move more.

1:03-1:21
Gerse 2

Vand rises in unison, pla’ing energeticall’. yhe colors are maRing their wa’ to Olling the 
entire TacRground. 

yhe’ start to change in unison with the drum hits. We start to see inRlings of greener’ 
z vines growing in on the edges of the frame. 
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1:21-1:25
Cre-khorus 2

klose up moment on singer's face - yhe’ close their e’es, and open, and the’ e’eTalls 
are replaced with bower heads. 3uicR Aoom out into chorus downTeat. 

1:25-1:45
khorus 2

We start to see the scene reall’ come alive - bowers z vines Tegin to grow up out of 
the ground around the Tand. Wall colors change to the Teats of the song.

1:45-2:02
&uitar solo

klose up roving shot of guitar solo ripping. We see vines creeping in around the guitar 
Tod’ and guitarist's hands as the’ shred, and we see ra’s of )k&IP light Teaming off 
the guitar as the’ wail.

2:02-2:14
Vridge

+ne red bower comes into frame and illuminates xle('s face.
)Qed light on set to further the animation's effectP
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2:14-2:51
khorus E D Hnd

 the scene starts to enter the ne(t dimension - using Ej renderings of the Tands Todies 
z faces, we see their heads wiggle and grow out of the faces of bowers, their arms 
wiggle and turn into stems of plants. yhe TacRground colors are b’ing through variation 
and thereBs a plethora of different animations happening all around them. 

2:51-3:01
Last Qiff z its

xs we get to the last hits of the song, the entire k&I scene reverses and wriggles up to 
nothing, leaving ust the Tand standing in the plain space on the last hit. 


